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Stakeholder Study
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5More than half of area stakeholders agree that 
Fayetteville/Cumberland County excels at Military/Government 
activities, Downtown District and Accommodations/Food Service. 

Areas in which the Fayetteville/Cumberland County Area Excels
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Words/phrases community stakeholders feel best describe the 
Fayetteville/Cumberland County community include a sense of history 
& military presence, lots of diversity, interesting people & diverse 
strengths that are a welcome surprise.



7The most popular Points of Interest (POI) in the area include area 
military/historical sites, Airborne & Special Operations Museum 
(ASOM) and Cape Fear Botanical Garden.

5 Most Popular Area Activities/Attractions



8FACVB member/partners feel the FACVB’s most important 
programs/actions are Marketing Communications, the Visitor Profile 
and Stewardship of the Community’s Tourism Brand.

Importance of FACVB’s Programs (% Somewhat/Very Important)



9When evaluating attribute importance with satisfaction, FACVB 
member/partners indicate the organization’s strengths are many and 
concerns are few. Surprisingly, members rate the generation of 
incremental room nights and sales leads as being below average in 
both importance and satisfaction.
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Strengths 
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Areas of Concern
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10FACVB’s unique selling point among constituents is its Generation of 
Sales Leads, Trade Show Marketing and Delivery of Incremental 
Room Nights.

% Correlation with Intent to Engage



11Overall, business stakeholders are most familiar with the tourism 
website, print ads and social media while consumers have a bit more 
familiarity with the Visitor & Heritage Trails Guide.

Awareness of FACVB Communication Materials
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Scout Report
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DMA Report & More:  OVERVIEW

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiZTlkZmMxOTUtODVkZi00OGVkLWI4NjMtMjBlY2ZhMzg4MjZjIiwidCI6IjY5NmViNmFiLWM3MGItNDM5My05MzliLTEzYTBlZGVmNGI4NSJ9
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Filter to Provide a Dynamic Profile by Market (Savannah)
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Filter to Provide a Dynamic Profile by POI/Region (Fort Bragg)
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So what?
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•

•
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Tourism 
Market Study
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COVID-19 shut down tourism, confined us to our homes and altered 
the way we do business. And, as Newton’s Law of Motion reveals, 
“every action has an equal and opposite reaction.”
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Journey Toward 
the Next Normal

% Approaching/Already Completely Normal



20More than three-quarters of regional travelers plan to travel for 
leisure in 2022 and primarily by car. However, select types of travel 
(business, international, group tours, cruise ships) all have levels of 
intent that run much lower.

2022 Travel Engagement
% Probably/Definitely Will
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Fayetteville/Cumberland County is not a top-of-mind travel 
destination. Its level of unaided brand awareness is comparatively 
low, indicating it is not in most travelers’ consideration sets. 
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Visitation (Last 5 Years)

Nearly half (44%) of those familiar with Fayetteville/Cumberland 
County have visited the community in the past 5 years, ranking fifth 
among comparable destinations (48% average).
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Opinion of Competitive Set Destinations
% Somewhat/Very Positive Opinion

While Fayetteville/Cumberland County’s reputation is 
reasonably good, it trails almost every other competitive market 
in this study.
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Fayetteville/Cumberland County’s share of voice (assisted ad 
awareness) averages 25% which is slightly lower than the comp set’s 
average of 27% yet slightly higher than H2R’s Norm (23%).

Competitive DestinationsFayetteville Share of Voice
% Seen/Heard Destination Ads
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Intent to visit Fayetteville (44%) is also slightly lower than average 
among the destinations in the competitive set (47%).

Competitive DestinationsIntent to Visit Fayetteville 
% Probably/Definitely Will Visit



26Fayetteville/Cumberland County is viewed as a nice, historic military 
town. It is also considered fun, friendly, beautiful and interesting. But 
once again, it is not currently viewed as a compelling tourist 
destination.
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Compared to regional competitors of comparable size and scope, 
Fayetteville/Cumberland County prospects feel the area is most 
differentiated by Patriotism.

Brand Differentiators
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Decision Time (Avg No. of Days Required)

Comparatively few (19%) regional travelers visit Fayetteville/ Cumberland 
County for leisure purposes (vacation or getaway). Conversely, many visit 
friends/family or VFR (29%) or are just passing through (21%).

Primary Purpose of Visit
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The activities recent Fayetteville/Cumberland County visitors are most 
likely to have engaged in include Shopping, Downtown, 
Military/Historic Sites, Outdoor Recreation and visiting Museums.

Activities Engaged In
Select All That Apply
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Of all the area activities visitors engage in while visiting Fayetteville/ 
Cumberland County, those most responsible for inspiring the trip 
(functional drivers) are Shopping, Downtown and Military/Historic Sites.

Top Five Functional Drivers of Visitation



31Geolocation intelligence applied to select POIs in Fayetteville/ 
Cumberland County indicate the preponderance of their collective 
visitation (71%) is generated from residents while only 29% is 
derived from tourists living beyond 50 miles.



32Functional drivers are essential, but emotional drivers are arguably 
much more important. That is, spending time together with loved ones, 
being a “good friend” and/or getting away from everyday stress are the 
higher order emotional needs Fayetteville/Cumberland County visitors 
seek to satisfy on their visits.

Emotional Drivers
Select Top Two



33Spending is reasonably strong among visitors to the area. The average 
party reports spending $487 on their last visit, a figure that equates to 
$201 per person and/or $111 per day. But there is a significant 
difference in spending per person per day between business ($171), 
leisure ($109) and VFR ($77) travelers.

Party Trip Spending
$487
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Per Person Trip Spending
$201 ($111 per person per day)
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America’s Hometown is the preferred brand position among regional 
travelers and the other three all cluster together in a distant second place.

Brand Positioning Appeal
% Probably/Definitely Will Visit



35Non-Visitors’ Derived Barriers, or those that correlate most closely 
with low intent, reveal that no “must sees,” other places are 
preferred and a lack of interest are the biggest impediments to 
visitation.
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Summary
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GET IN TOUCH 
WITH US
GET IN TOUCH 
WITH US


